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Autumn 1 (8)
My & My School

Autumn 2 (7)
Rhyme Time

Spring 1 (6)
Animal Safari

Spring 2 (6)
Build it up

Summer 1 (6)
Ready, Steady,

Grow

Summer 2 (6)
Move It!

Communication
and Language

Listening, Attention &
Understanding

1- Listen to others when one
to one or in a small group, and
start and continue a
conversation with a friend.

Speaking
3-  Express their ideas and
feelings using sentences,
containing four to six words,
articulating most sounds and
simple words. Use of tenses
and plurals may be irregular.

Listening, Attention &
Understanding

1- Engage in conversations
about stories and explore
the meanings of new words
that they hear in stories,
rhymes and poems.
2- Ask or answer a simple
question.
2- Understand and ask 'why'
questions and a variety of
two-part questions and
instructions.
3- Extend their vocabulary
by exploring and using a
wide range of new words.
3- Engage in conversations
about rhymes and explore
the meanings of new words
that they hear in stories,
rhymes and poems.

Speaking
3- Express their ideas and
feelings using sentences,
containing four to six words,
articulating most sounds and
simple words. Use of tenses
and plurals may be irregular.

Listening, Attention &
Understanding

Speaking

Listening, Attention &
Understanding

2- Understand and ask 'why'
questions and a variety of
two-part questions and
instructions.
3-  Use talk to organise
themselves and their play.
Take part in pretend play and
begin to develop stories
using props and small world
equipment.

Speaking
1- l Use talk to organise
themselves and their play.
Take part in pretend play and
begin to develop stories
using props and small world
equipment.
2- Understand and ask 'why'
questions and a variety of
two-part questions and
instructions.

Listening, Attention &
Understanding

Speaking

Listening, Attention &
Understanding

Speaking

Personal, Social
and Emotional
Development

Self Regulation
3- Listen to others when one
to one or in a small group, and
start and continue a
conversation with a friend.

Managing Self
2- Demonstrate friendly
behaviour towards others and
play with one or more other
children, extending and
elaborating play ideas.

Building Relationships
1- Demonstrate friendly
behaviour towards others and

Self Regulation
7- Listen to others when one
to one or in a small group,
and start and continue a
conversation with a friend.

Self Regulation

Managing Self

Building Relationships

Self Regulation
1- Be aware of their feelings
and be able to indicate how
they are feeling using some
words and pictures.

Building Relationships
3- Demonstrate friendly
behaviour towards others
and play with one or more
other children, extending and
elaborating play ideas.
3- Help to find solutions to
conflicts and rivalries with
increasing independence
and is beginning to express a

Self Regulation

Managing Self

Building Relationships

Self Regulation

Managing Self

Building Relationships
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play with one or more other
children, extending and
elaborating play ideas.
2- Make comments about
people who are special to
them.

point of view when they
disagree with an adult or a
friend, using words as well
as actions.

Jigsaw Being Me in My World Celebrating Difference Dreams and Goals Healthy Me Relationships Changing Me

Physical
Development

Gross
2-  Experiment with different
ways of moving the body and
begin to remember sequences
and patterns of movement
related to music and rhythm.
Uses large muscle
movements to wave flags and
streamers.

Fine
1- Create pictures of places
from imagination or
experience.
2- Use a range of media, tools
and techniques to create
images, express ideas and
show different emotions.
2- Explore ways of changing
the shape or texture of
malleable materials.
2- Use a variety of paper and
fabric to make images.

Gross
4- Experiment with different
ways of moving the body
and begin to remember
sequences and patterns of
movement related to music
and rhythm. Uses large
muscle movements to wave
flags and streamers.

Fine
2- Use a variety of paper
and fabric to make images.
2- Explore simple tools
within practical tasks and
experiment with joining
materials.

Gross

Fine

Gross
2- Travel with confidence and
skill around, under, over and
through equipment and
different terrains, such as
climbing steps, stairs and
apparatus using alternate
feet.

Fine
1- Shows a preference for a
dominant hand and uses a
comfortable grip with good
control when holding pens
and pencils. Writes some
letters accurately.
2-  Explore simple tools
within practical tasks and
experiment with joining
materials.

Gross

Fine

Gross

Fine

Understanding
the World Past & Present

1 - Shows an interest in
different occupations and the
lives of familiar people.
2-  Begin to make sense of
their own life story and family
history by talking about
significant events, such as
birthdays or other
celebrations.

People, Cultures &
Communities

1-  Notice and begin to name
different man-made features
in the immediate environment,
including the school grounds,

Past & Present
4- Be aware of people and

events from the past by
sharing books and looking at

photographs.
4- Talk about the actions of
kings and queens in stories.

Past & Present

People, Cultures &
Communities

The Natural World

Past & Present
2- Begin to notice similarities
and differences between life
now and in the past.
2- Explore photographs to
show how the school or
locality has changed over
time.

People, Cultures &
Communities

1- Notice and begin to name
different man-made features in
the immediate environment,
including the school grounds,
local streets and the place they
live.
1-  Talk about places that
they have been to or seen in
photographs. Play with

Past & Present

People, Cultures &
Communities

The Natural World

Past & Present

People, Cultures &
Communities

The Natural World
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local streets and the place
they live.

The Natural World
1- Identify some of the
different body parts from
pictures.

globes, observe maps and
listen to stories to develop an
awareness of other places in
the world.
3- Explore and talk about the
ways that the weather, plants
and animals of places can be
different through pictures and
stories.

The Natural World

Access Art project -

Creating with materials
Safely use and explore a
variety of materials, tools and
techniques, experimenting
with colour, design, texture,
form and function.

Being Imaginative and
expressive
Make use of props and
materials when role playing
characters in narratives and
stories.

Perform songs, rhymes,
poems and stories with
others, and – when
appropriate – try to move in
time with music.

Access Art project -

Creating with materials
2- Explore, build and play
with a range of resources
and construction kits with
wheels.
2- Seek support from adults
to use digital devices to
create a digital record of
their creations.
2- Share their creations with
others and begin to notice
how the work of others is the
same or different to their
own.
7- Use a variety of paper
and fabric to make images.

Being Imaginative and
expressive

2- Listen with increased
attention to sounds.
7- Demonstrate awareness
of what has been read to
them by retelling stories in
their play using props.
7- Remember and sing well
known rhymes and songs in
a small group.

Access Art project -

Creating with materials

Being Imaginative and
expressive

Access Art project -

Creating with materials

Being Imaginative and
expressive

Access Art project -

Creating with materials

Being Imaginative and
expressive

Access Art project -

Creating with materials

Being Imaginative and
expressive

Musical Express Special People- Beat & Tempo Stories & Sounds - Structure Going Places - High and Low Working World - Texture Growth and Change - Loud and
Quiet

Moving Patterns - Structure

Main text(s)

Supporting texts
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English

Maths
(White Rose)

Computing
(Purple Mash)

RE


